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. sEcTrory -A

. Answer all'questions. Each question canies I mark.

1. What is I Sampling Frame?

2. Define the term Population.

3. Name any two graphical representation of data.

4. What is Central tendency?

5. Define Partition values.

6. Define P raw moment ofa set of obseryations.

7. What is the measures of skewness in terms of moments?

8. Who introduced the tem Regression?

9. What is the angle between the lines of regression when r =0?

10. lf the condlation between the two variables is negative then what is the sign of
the regression coeffcient of y on .x?

(10x 1=10 llarks)
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. SECTION - B

Answer any eight questions. Each question canies i niarks.

11. What is a sample survey? ln what respects is it superior to a census survey?

12. Distinguish between probability and non-probability sarirpling.

13. Define systematic sampling.

14. Express Harmonic mean in terms of geometric mean and arithmetic mean.

15. Explain Mean deviation.

. 16. Explain the positions of mean, median and mode in symmetric distribution and
skewed distribution.

17. What do you mean by raw and central moments?

18. ln a frequency distribution the coefficient of skewness based on quartiles is 0.6. lf
the sum of the upper and lower quartiles is 100 and.the median is 38, find the
value of the upper quartiles.

19. What is Scatter diagram?

20. What are the properties of the regression coefficients?

21. What is the principle,of least squares?

22. Write the normal equation for fitting a curve of the form y = 6sb' -

(8x2e16Marks)
SECTION - C

. Answer any six questions. Each question caries 4 marks.

23. What is a simple random sample? Mention the various methods of drawing a
random sample.

24. Distinguish between sampling and non-sampling enors. Explain various sources
of non-sampling enors.
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25. Briefly explain the @nstruction of a histogram with €xample.

26. A sample of 35 values has mean 80 and standard deviation 4. A second sample
of 65 values has mean 70 and standard deviation 5- Find the standard deviation
ofthe combined sample of 100 values.

27. ,The rnean of 5. items of an observation is 4 and the variance is 5.2. lf three of the
five items are 1 ,2 and 6. Find.the other two

28. What is Kurtosis? Hol , does it differ from skewness?

29. Derive the formula for Spearman's Rank Conelation coefficient.

30. Calculate :

(a) The regression equation of Xon yand yon Xfrom the following data :

(b) Estimate Xwhen Y= 20.

x: 10 12 iS 17 18

Y: 5 6 7 I 13

31. Explain the fitting of a curv6 of th eform y=6a6v.

(6x4=24Marhs)
SECTION - D

Answer any two questions. Each question canies 15 marks.

32. The following table gives the egg. produclion during a year at a poultry farm :

No.ofeggs: O-29 30-59 60-89 9&!19 . 120-149

No. ofhens: 3 4 12 33 69

No. of eggs : 150-179 '180-209 210-239 240-269 270-299

No. of hens : 92 50 25 11 1

Represent lhe abov€ frequency distribution graphically. Also.draw the ogives and
estimate leledian value.
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33. Calculate the arithmetic mean and the median of the frequency dislribution given
below. Hence calculate the mode using the empirical relation

Classes: 130-134 135-139 140-144 145-149 150-154 155-159 160-1M
t.. s 1s 28 24. 17 10 1

34. Fit a parabola to the following data :

x: I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 I
y: 2 6 - .7 I 10 11 11 10 I

Estimate ywhen x=4.5.

35: Ten competitors in a beauty mntest are ranked by three judges in the following
order :

lJudge: 1 5 4 I 9 6 10 7 3 2
llJudge: 4 I 7 6 5 I 10 3 2 1

lll Judge: 6 7,8 I 5 10 g 2. 3 4

Use Rank conelalion to discuss which pair of judges have the nearest approach
to common tastes in beauty.

(2 x 15 = 30 Marks)
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SECTION - A

Answer all questions in ong or two sentences. Each question canies 1 mark:

1. State parallel axis theorem.

2. What do you mean by neutral surface ofa beam?

3. Write an expression for geomelrical moment of inertia.

4. What is bending moment?

5. Deline rigidity modulus.

6. Write down the expression to find excess pressure inside a. spherical drop and
explain the terms.

7. What you mean by viscosity?

P.T.O.



8. Write down the differential of simple harmonic motion and explain the terms.

9. Write an expression to iind intensity of progressive wave and explain the terms.

'10. Write the general equation of plane progressive wave.

(10x1=10Marks)

SECTION - B

Answer any eight questions not exceeding in a paragraph. Each question canies

2 marks:

11. Draw the variation of potential and kinetic energy with displacement from mean
position for a particle undergoing simple harmonic motion.

12. Why shaft of rotatory machineries are made of hollow cylinders.

'13. Even though lava is highly viscous, it floivs rapidly. Why?

14, What you mean by flexural rigadity.

15. State and explain simple harmonic motion.

16. What are the limitations of Poiseuille's formula.

17. Obtain an expression for average potential energy of a particle undergoing
simple harmonic motion.

18. Briefly explain about compound pendulum.

'19. Briefly discuss about spherical wave.

20. What you mean by zero point energy of molecule.

21. Derive an expression to find time period of torsion Pendulum.

22. What is coemcient of viscosity-

(8x2=16Marks)
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Answer any six questions.

SECTION - C

Each question carries 4 marks:

23. Find the angular momentum of the particle with rotational kinetic energy of 20
joules. lts angular momentum coincides with the axis of rotation and its moment
of ine(a about the axis is Q-1kgm' .

Find the moment of inertia of uniform rectangular lamina of length I anid brealh b
about an axis perpendicular to 1ts plane and passing through the center of mass.

A bar of length 1.2 m, breadth 3 cm and thickness 4 mm is used as cantilever.
When a load of 0.25 k9 is attached to the free end depression at free end is
1 cm. Calculate the young's modulus of thg material.

Calculate the couple required to twist one end of wire with length 1 m and radius
'1.5 mm through an angle 45"by keeping other end fixed. Rigidity modulus of the
wire is given by 5x1010/Vrn '?.

Whal would be the pressure inside a small air bubble of radius 0.1 mm situated
just below the surface of wateP Surface tension of water is 0.072 N/m and
atmospheric pressure is 10'1300 N/m'?.

Calculate the volume of water flowing per second through a tube of 0.'l cm
diameter and 40 cm length. The pressure applied is 2OO0 Nlm'1 . The coefficient
of viscosity,of water is 0.00089 Sl unit.

A particle is moving in simple harmonic motion. lts vetocity has the value 3 m/s
and 2 m/s when it is at distance 1 m and 2 m from mean position respectively.
Find the time period oi oscillation.

A solid cylinder of radius 5 cm is suspended by a vertical write as a pendulum.
Axis of the cylinder is along the wire. Find the couple per unit twist of the wire, lf
mass of cylinder is 2 kg and period of oscillation is 2s. Take n2 as 10-

The young's modulus of steel is 20x1010Nrn-'zand density 7700 kgmr. Compute
the speed of longitudinal wave in steel.

(6 x4= 24 llarks)

24.

25.

26.

28.

29.

31.
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SECTION - D

Answer any two questions. Each question carries 15 marks:

32. What is furwheel? Explain about it with a neat diagram. With proper theory
explain the experiment to find moment of inertia of flywheel.

33. What you mean by twisting couple and torsional rigidity. Obtain an expression to
find torsional rigidity of a uniform solid cylinder. Also find the torsional rigidity of
hollow cylinder having inner radius r, and outer radius r, .

34. With necessary theory explain about Jaega/s method for determination surface
tension. How it can be used to determine surface tension at different
temperafure.

35. Obtain an expression for transverse wave in a stretched string. Explain about
different modes of vibration.

(2 x t5 = 30 Marks)
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PART _ A
Answer all questions. Each question carry 1 mark.

1. Write the derivative of x'sinx.

,2 -L2. Find lim "r)2 X -2
3. State Elitreme value theorem.

4. Find lim (x' x).

5. State mean value theorem.

6. Write the equation of length of the smooth curve y=f(x).

7. State theorem of Pappus.

8. Define coshx.

9. Approximate value of acceleralion due to gravity is 

-.

10. Write the formula for finding volume by cylindrical shell about y --€xis.

(10x1=10Marks)
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PART - B

Answer any eight questions. Each question carries 2 marks.

11. tf B-x'z and gq=3. find dI at x-to..dtdt
'12. Find the formula fot dy and Lyroi y = x3 -

13. Define a decreasing function with an example-

14. State second dedvative lest.

15. Express the derivative with respect to x of y = y'? in differential form

. 16. State L-Hospitals Rule for I form.

17. lf S(l) = t3 - 6r'? is the position function, tind the acceleration function.

18. State Constant Difference Theorem.

19. Find the average value of the function f(x)-3x on [1,3].

20. Evaluate l-!L.
l"l't x

21. State Cavalieri's Principle.

22. Find the value of sinho and cosho.

23. Prove that cosh'?x sinh'?x = 1.

24. For what values of p does the integraf i4 converges?

25. Define solid of revolution and axis of revolution.

26. Write the formula for finding surface area for revolution around y-axis.

. PART-C 
(8x2= 16 Marks)

Answer any six questions. Each question cany 4 marks.

27. Find the local approximation of f(x)= sinx at xo = O and approximate'sin 2' using
this.

28. Findthevalueof (a) lim,xlogx (b) 
,lii1a(l- tan x)sec 2x." y,o, - ' ,,4a'
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29. Find the relative extrema of f(x)=3f -5rs.

30. Verify Rolle's theorem for t(x)= x2 -g**15 on the interval [3,5].

31. Use an approximate local linear approximale to estimate the value ot JN .

32. Find the dimension of the rectangle with maximum area that can be inscribed in a
circle of radius 10 cm.

A particle moves along an s -axis. Find the position function of the particle with

and

(a) y(r)= 3r'z-2t, s(0):1

(b) a(t) = 3sinst, v(o)=3, s(0)=3.

Evatuate (a) T4 tol Tq.
"X- 

i x

35. Find the area of the region that is enclosed between the curves

Y=x-6.

36. Find the centroid of the semicircular region in the given rigure.

37. Find the lenglh of the graph ot r1x1=$+1,'t<x <+.

the curves y=1638. Find the

quadrant ,

volume of the region between

revolved about x -axis.

and in first

(6x4=24Marks)
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(b)

{c)

40. (a)

PART - D

Answer any two questions. Each question carry 15 marks.

39. (a) Suppose x and y are functions of f and lel x2+y2 =2x+4y. Given that

{ - -s. rinO dyldt when (x,y)=(3,t)dt ''
Let y = Jy . Find formulae for Ly and dy .

Find lim(1+sinxf . .

Find the absolute maximum and minimum values of the functions
f(x)=21q3 -'1512 ] r6x on the interv;l [1,5] and determine where the values
occur.

(b) Sketch the graph of y = " -.1 , and identify the locations of all asymptotes,
x"

intercepts, relative extrema and inrlection points.

a1. (a) Find the radius and height of the right circular cylinder of the largest volume
that can be inscribed in a right circular cDne with radius.6 cm and height. 10 cm.

(b) Verify mean value theorem for f(x)= x3 1y-4 on the interval [- 1, 2] and find
the point c .

42. (a\ A region is bounded by the lines y = x2, x =2 and x-axis. Find the volume
of the solid generated by revolving the region about (i) X axis (ii) yaxis.

(b) Find the area of surface generated by revolving the cunte y = 2J; , 1< x < 2
aboul X -axis.

43. (a) The region enclosed by the X-axis and the parabola y =3x-x2 is revolved
about the vertical line x = -1 to generate a solid. Find its volume.

(b) Find the area of the region enclosed by x = y2 and y = y -2.
  . (a) Find the centre of gravity of the triangular lamina with vertices (0,0), (0, 1)

and (1, 0) with density ,. = 3 .

(b) Show that if a body released from rest is in free fall, then its€verage velocity

over a time interval [0, r] during its fall is its velocity at time ].
(2 x 15 = 30 Marks)
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SECTION - A

Answer all questions. Each question carries 1 mark.

1. Define secondary data.

2. Give an example of non-probability sampling technique.

3. Define census method.

4. Write any two demerits'of AM.

5. What you mean by skewness of a distribution?

P.I.O.



6. Define the moiJe of the set of observations.

15 16 1819 16 15 16 21 16 28 9.

7. Define positive correlation.

8. What is the range of Karl-Pearson's conelation coefficient?

9. What are normal equations?

'lO. Who introduced the concept of regiession?

What ls sampling frame?

Mention any two measures of kurtosis.

Obtain the mean of first n natural numbers.

(10x1=10Marks)

10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35,

considerations one has to

SECTION - B

Answer any eight qubstions. Eabh question carries 2 marks.

1 1. The class marks in a frequency table are given to be 5,

't2.

13-

'14.

'15.

'16.

17.

40, 45 and 50. Write down the classes. What are the

bear in mind while forming a frequency distribution.

Explain any one method for collecting a primary data.

Distinguish between probability sampling and non probability sampling.

What is SRSWOR?
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18. What is Sheppard's correition for moments.

19. Give a situation where median is lhe most suitable average.

20. State some demerits of arilhmetic mean.

21. Calculate the standad devialion of 7,3,2,4,9,12 and 14.

22. What ire the uses of scatter diagram?

23. Write the normal equation for litting y = ss" .

24. Describe Spearman's rank correlation coefficient.

25. What is meant by perfect correlation?

26. Write down the formula for both the regression equations.

SECTION - C

(8x2=16tila*s)

Answer any six questions. Each question carries 4 marks.

27. Draw the less than ogive and greater than ogives for the following data:

Age : 10-20 20-30 30-10 40-50 5060 60-70 70-80

Frequency: 3 10 16 20 18 g 2

28. Oiscuss the advantages of sampling over census.

29. Oistinguish between simple randoiT sampling and systematic sampling schemes.

30. Distinguish between nominal and ordinal scale of measurements.
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31. Explain the mncept of skewness and kurtosis.

32. Show that correlation coefficient is the geometric mean between the regression

coefficients.

, 33. Explain the fitting of a curve of the torm y = ax2 + bx + c -

34. Derive the angle between two regression lines.

35. Fit an equation of the form y = ab' to the lollowing data.

X: 2 3 4 5 6

Y : 144 '172.8 2W.4 248.A 2 .6

The two regression lines are y= ax + b and x= cy+ dand the two variables have

the same means. Then show that d(1 - a) = b(1 - c).

Form the regression line of Y on X for the given data

X: 36 23 27 28 28 29 30 31 33 35

Y: 29 18 20 22 27 21 29 27 29 28

38. Show that the correlation coefficient is invariant under linear transformation.

(6x4=24Marks)

36.

37.

4



SECTION - D

Answer any t$/o questions. Each question caries 15 mark.

39. Construct a histogram and frequency polygon for the following data.

Class interval: 5-9 10]14 15-19 20-24 25-29 30-34 3539

Frequency: I 15

Drawn an ogive and estimate the median and quartile deviation.

40. (a) Calculate

18 30 16 12 6

8 15 7 6 3

(i) quartile deviation and

(ii) mean deviation from mean, fdr the following data.

Marks: O-10 10-20 20-30 30-40 40-50 5060 60-70

No.of students: 6 5

(b) Draw the frequency curve tci the following data:

x : Gl2O 2c-!;O 40-60 60-80 8O-1OO

f: I 15 23 '10 I

41. Fit a curve of the form y = a + 6y + cx2 to the following data:

xr 10 15 20 25 30 35 40

. f:11 13 16 20 27 U 4'l

42. (a) Derive the standard enor in the estimate of y in ,"gr""sion of y on x .

(b) Show that corretation coefficient (r)=",1*5 l"i " , wlqre 0:,6; and o: y2o,o,

are the variances ot x,y and x-y rcspectively.
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43. Calculate the rank mrelation coefficient

fathers and Sons.

Ht offather: 65 63 67 64

Ht ofson: 68 66 68 65

the following data on heights offor

i

I

68

69

62 70 66 68 67

66 68 65 71 67

44. (a) Given dhat the two regression equations arc 8x*10y+66 =0 and

40x -'lgy -214 =o. Obtain regression ireflicients and the correlation

coefflcient. Find the means of x and y.

lf the standard deviation of x is 4, find the standard-deviation of y.

(b) Oerive the regression line of x on y.

(2 x 15 = 30 Marks)
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SECTION _ A

L Answer all questions each in a word or a sentence.

1. Expand PARI.

2. What is nomophobia?

3. What is gangster capitalism?

4 What is the functions of IMF?

5. Why are elderly in rural lndia less vulnerable?

6. What shows little sign of going away in lndia according to Sen?

7. What causes rotator cuff tear?

P.T.O.



B. When was the UN formed?

9. Who wrote /shoka and the Decline of the Mauryas?

10. Who proposed the Turing test?
(10x1=10Marks)

SECTION _ B

ll. Answer any eight in not more than 50 words.

1 1. What is the role of aulhority in the practice of secularism?

12. Why do we say that the notion of Human Rights is universal?'

13. How does,ack of jnfrastructure affect old age care in lndia?

'14. What is corporate globalism?

15. What do studies on the street children of Delhi reveal?

16. What is Roger Penrose's argument based upon?

17. Role of social laws.

18. Describe briefly the phantom cat incident.

19. Explain why the author mentions that the internet was the bane.of doctors.

20. What is the fundamental objective of the U.N.?

21. The sharp regional divide that Sen notices in lndia.

22. How does lack ofsocial support affect old-age care jn lndia?
(8x2=16Marks)

SECTION - C

lli. Answer any six questions in around 100 words

23. What is the solution to drug abuse?

24. Difference between weak Al and strong Al.

2 L-3378



25. What are the primary concerns of a secular society?

26. Discuss the importance of education in relation to independent thinking.

27. Whal are lhe slages in the development of an lnternational understanding of
Human Rights?

28. What are the advantages of women's education according to Sen?

29. How does changing family structure affect senior citizens in lndia?

30. How has the government responded to an increase in the aging population?

31. Discuss the author's idea of "engineered inequality" in lndia-
(6x4=24Marks)

SECTION. D

lV. Attempt any two questions in nol less lhan 300 words.

32. Why does Sen believe that education will empower women in lndia?

33. How does Khyrunissa use humour in her article to substanliate her arguments
against using smart phones?

34. Explain Romila Thapar's views on secularism.

35. Trace the evolution of Human Rights in the global context.
(2 x 15 = 30 Marks)
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9. fuftsftcrd.Mr+sri? '

10.'cir*i+ 6ffn + +qd s1c t?

ll. ffi snarl-cT + T{r E,t-s so lrql d ftfuq -

1 f . ird< + Gd -*n raffi * qrq ftfuqr

12. tq* ff qi i 3rc6-(qr ts fll 6r. ftcri

rs. rnanrc e Tnrc{c-<rqn t qrc wr-Rr €z

14. qi++{t+s q}cr rrqr fiff e?

15. Er*{rrr$fucrff qm er Bqnri;*om ?z

16. dd d q{+dr rdr t crdr i;i i:fi ti

17. efu{ 6r# sErfl d ctc-$ qsrql *1<$fqr il

1S. ctfu+r + qrm + E)<i +r rc ffsqr

19. sihw * nk c{ Efuqr mr:qr to ii

20. {cr {cl + Eft'a qr qftqq {ftqr

21. tt$ atc-t r€{d N fi rfiqq'<r t?

(10x1=l0Marks)

22. s'€d vrfr EqI:r6 s'm sr(fr?

23. @ 6l qr6 iqstaq ewc dmr?

24. qn-<R + qr qq mn * Sq-gBsr * crr$ +i&c? qqfr qrdBa Rl +?
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25.

26.

!i {*{ i r6ff ? i tqfrd ffvc fl t?

*c erlt nd i vro * qt I qi i *r r6ri

1il.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

v.

3&

r.
cf-

34.

(8x2=16Ma.ks)

ffi o: s{-fi * sf,{ Htq l2o rrq1 d ftfuql

Tft # sft-r,rd frisdrsfr c{ r6nr srftst

qlsdiit glEqr S mq ft{T q+tn *rm f ?

gw wn <er* I rXfu*r *r wtq * {s{ c{ y6M €rfrqr

f+x g4ro er vtr+c {frqr

'"-*+1 se fuff{r d{rt tr {sr aEqi S qfr T{E d{ crd tt Ak srrn * qcd d flr rE Td ir
{Tq< qE gE sdrt Ekit EB sriFl ir.r { rdlt- s'tRrrt qr@t fircql

qnfufl fl sf{ fu{q fffqqr

*ca-snr qtdB * qft-d qi pfoe vt r+nr erftqr

fu+ d qql !R * srst< + +s t drrs Rl qr?

tkEd rfffu 6 {t*rdr c{ r6nr srfdsr '

1tr * sft7,rd Hqdr s{ ffiryr srfrqr

**otl{orqni{frfuqr

{tt!d? 66'* 6qimr stufuror6frsr

(6x4=24llarks)
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lV. ffi a rrq1 * sflr *s zso rr<1 d frfuqr

39. rrdl{ sB* i ft*d qrfr-tqqrE 6r furlr 6ffqt

eo. *'trff * a-el * qrqn N trqrff *-6rff w rrnr 
=rftqr

41. ffi 6fn{ *5lqkorr,!-*m urfrqr

42. sq:qT( 6dr * EQ t *sr{c 3qqrs q{ rrsf 6frcr

43. :fu{rfd 3q-{rs d frfr crt ftq$ c{ rdm <frsr

/r4. TIilnFr greflS rEI {T({ LTgf, 3vifl l.I{Frifl3II q( *fintl €Irdql

(2x 15 = 30 arks)
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SECTION - A

Answer all questions in one or two sentences. Each question carries 'l mark.

1. Write the dimensional formula of moment of inertia.

2- The unit of surface tension is

3. When the length of the cantilever is doubled, the depression becomes

A traveling wave is represented by y = 6sin(2t - 6x), where t is in seconds
and x is in metdrs. lts velocity of the wave i5 

-

5. What is the angular momentum of a body of moment of inertia , and rotational
kinetic energy E ?

6. Write any two examples of simple harmonic motion (SHM).

7. What is meant by neutral axis?

8. Define radius of gyration.

9- Write general equation.of a spherical wave.
'10. Why detergents are used for cleaning of clothes?

(10x1=10Marks)
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SECTION - B

Answer any eight questions, not exceeding a paragraph. Each carries
2 marks. (Not to exceed one paragraph)

11. Write down the expression for excess pressure inside an air bubble in liquid and
inside a soap bubble.

' 12. What do you understood by intensity of wave and on what factors does it
depend?

13. Define torsional rigidity.

14. Obtain an expression for kinetic energy of a rotating body?

15. State theorems on Moment of lnertia.

16. The motion of a particle executing Simple Harmonic Motion (SHM) is given by
x = 3 sin ,)( + 4 cos ,)f . What is its amplitude and phase?

17. Write down differential equation for lorsion pendulum and express its time
period.

'18. A great force is required to draw apart normally two glass plates enclosing a thin
water film. Why?

19. Difference between angle of twist and angle of shear.

20. How viscosity of liquid and gas varies with temperature?

21. What are the conditions for the oscillatory motion to be slmple harmonic?

22. Find the minimum and maximum time periods of a compound pendulum.

23. Explain why the level of water rises while that of mercury is depressed in a
capillary tube.

24. Explain NeMon's law of viscous flow.

25. Define bending moment.

26. A person can distinguish between raw egg and a hard-boiled egg by spinning
each on the table. Explain how?

. (8x2 = 16 Marks)
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SECTION _ C

Short Essay Questions. (Not to exceed 120 words) Answe[ any six. Each carries
4 marks-

27. A solid sphere of mass 4kg and radius 0.05 m is suspended from a wire. Find
period of oscillations, if the torque required lo twist the wire is
4x103N-mfrcdian.

28- A tuning fork of frequency 512 Hz produced a plane wave in air having
amplitude 0.5 x 10 3 mm. Calculate the energy derisity and intensity of the wave.

Velocity of sound in air 332ms land density of air 1.29 kgm

29. Calculate moment of inertia of,circular disc about an axis through its cenlre and
perpendicular to its plane?

30. A particle executes Simple harmonic motion along a straight line has its molion
-\

represented bv x -4sinJ.1" |'1 l. Find
\ 3 6)

(a) the amplijude

(b) time period

(c) frequency

(d) velocity

(e) acceleration, at f = 1s,x being in cm. 
.

31. Find the value of capillary rise when a capillary tube of radius 1 mm dipped in
water (Density = 1000 kg.m-3 and surfa@ tension = O.O7 Nm-l).

32. Describe how viscosities of two liquids were compared.

33. The radius of a soap bubble blown in air is increased from 1cm to 4cm. How
much energy will be needed if the surface tension of soap solution is
3.5x102Nfm.

34. A cantilever of length 60 cm is depressed by 20mm at the loaded end. What is
the depression at a distance 40cm froT the fixed end?

35. Two mass of 2 Kg and 4Kg are joined by a spring of force constant 133 N/m and
are placed a friction less horizontal table. Find the frequency of oscillation.
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36. Obtain the expression for twisting couple on a cyiindrical wire.

37. Calculate the mass flow of water flowing in 10 minutes through a tube 0.1 cm in
diameter, 40cm long, if there is a oonstant pressure head of 20cm of water. The
coefficienl of viscoslty of water is 0.00089 S I units.

38. A thin uniform bar of length 120cm is made to oscillate aboul an axis lhrough its
end. Find the period of oscillations and other points about which it can oscillate
with the same period.

(6 x.4 = 24 Marks)

SECTION - D

Long Essay Question. Answer any two. Each carries 15 marks.

39. Discuss the construction of a flywheel and describe the experimental procedure 
:

used to find its moment of inertia. Derive.the expression used to calculate the l
moment of inertia. I

40. Derive an expression for the bending of a bar supported at the two ends and
loaded in the middle. Describe an experiment to determine Young's modulus by
bending.

41. Describe with theory to find the surface tension of a liquid and its temperature
dependence by Jaeger's method.

42. Derive the differential equation for the oscillations of two particle connected by a
string. .Explain the behavibur of a diatomic molecule as harmonic oscillator.

+g. Give the theory ot flow (PoiEeuille's formula) of a liquid through a uniform
capillary tube. Mention its limitation of the formula.

44. Derive the moment of inertia of the following regular shaped bodies.

(a) A solid cylinder about an axis perpendicular to its geometrical axis and' passing through its centre of mass.

(b) Rectangular lamina about an axis passing through the midpoint of its plane.

(c) A circular disc about an axis through its centre and perpendicular to its
Plane.

-(2 
x 15 = 30 Marks)
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SECTION - I

(All the questions are mmpulsory. Each question canies 1 mark).

l. Suppose that x and y are differentiable functions of t and are related by the

eouation v=x3. Find 4 attime.t= 1it x=2 and9=+.rttir" t=r.dt dt

2. ' Find the local linear approximation of f(x)= Ji qf ;o = 1.

3. Define relative error in measurement.

4. Give the differential formula for Product'rule of differentiation.

5. Define multiple roots of a polynomial.

6. Suppose that a particle moves with velocity v(t)=coszt along a coordinate line.

Assuming that. the particle has coordinates s = 4 at time t = 0, find its position

function.
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7. What is the volume of a solid bounded by x = a and x=b having a cross
sectional area, 4 (x).

8. Give the fomula for length of a y=f(x) curve over [a,O].

9. Give the formula for work done by a variable force F in moving and object over
[r, o]

to. evatuate J.4.' ix'
(10x 1= 10 Marks) 

i

sEcTtoN - [

(Answer any eight questions. Each question canies 2 marks)

1 1. Assume that oil spilled from a ruptured tanker spreads in a circular pattem whose
radius increases al a constant rate of 2 fus. How fast is the area of the spill
increasing when the radius of the spill is 60 ft?

12. Find the intervals on which t(x)= 72 -47a *3 is increasing and the intervals on
which it is decreasing.

'13. Define concavity of a function.

14. State a sufficient condition for f to be concave up or mncave down.

15. State the extreme value theorem for (x).

16. State Rolle's fheorem for f(x).

17. Find the area of the region enclosed by x=y2 and y =x-Z integrating with
respect to y.

18. State the formula for volume by cylindrical shell about the y axis.
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19. A spring exerts a force of 5 N when stretched I m beyond its natural length. How
much work is required to stretch the spring 1.8 m beyond its natural length?

20. State the theorem of Pappus.

21. Define hyperbolic sine and cosine functions.

22. Evdtuale i dx

11- x

(8x2=16Marks)

sEcTtoN -
(Answer any six questions. Each question caries 4 marks).

ate tim,--ifr.
"'n[tJ

52
24. Define critical points and find all critical points of f(x)= sxi - t sxi.

25. Find the relative extrema of f(x) = 31s - 5rr.

26. Find the absolute maximum and minimum values of the function
f(x)=2yt -'15*z *t6x on the intervat ft,S] and detemine where these values
occur.

27. A liquid form of antibiotic manufactured by a pharmaceutical tirm is sold in bulk at
a price of $200 per unit. lf the total production cost (in dollars) for x units is
C(x) 5,00,000 t 8Ox + O.OO3 I and if the production capacity of the firm is at
most 30,000 units in a specifled time, how many units of antibiotic must be
manufactured and sold in that time to maximize the profit?'

28. A coin is released from rest near the Top of a building at d point that is 1^250 ft
above the ground. Assuming that the free.fall.model applies and g = 32 fUsr, how
long do€s it take for the coil to hit the ground?

3 L - 3546
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29. Find the area of the region that is enclosed between th6 curves y = x2 and
y=x+6.

30. Find the area of the surface that is generated by revolving the portion of the
curve y = x3between x = 0 and x = 1 aboutthe x -axis.

31. Evaluare J(r - x)e"ax.
0

(6x4=24Marks)

SECTION - IV

(Answer any two questions. Each question canie; 15 marks).

32. (a) Find the intervals in.which t(x)= 2az -3rz *, increasing, decreasing.
concave up and concave down. Also find the point of inflection of f.

(b) Find the absolute external, if ani, of the tunction f(x)= s("-3'") on the
interval (0, +co ).

33. (a) A garden is to be laid out in a rectangular area and protected by. a chicken
wire fence. What is the largegt possible area of the garden if only 100
running f@t of chicken wire is available for the fence?

(b) Prove the identity cos-1 x + sin t x = L,-1< x <1-

34. (a) . Derive the formula for lhe circurnference of a circle of radius /, using
improper integrals.

(b) Find the centroid of the semicircular region in the upper half plane with
radius a.

35. (a) Evaluate the derivatives of inverse hyperbolic sine and cosine functions.

(b) Show that j{*nr"rg"" fo, p > 1 and diverges lot p < 1.' 
'o x"

. (2 x 15 = 30 Marks)
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